
Pulse star Shantae Leslie in Louis Vuitton for Marie Claire Australia. 
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One of the three bedrooms of Loft 301
A view of the sunset from Pulse Loft 301

The lake finished pool, with the perimeter cut from stone along with mushroom 
and aquatic art installations, by the lush mountain side at Villa Ronai.Exterior, Pulse Lofts at Villa Ronai. 

Renowned for the breathtaking 
beauty of its topography, Villa 
Ronai is an internationally 
famous estate which has 
been featured in multiple 
lifestyle and business 
publications including the 
Financial Times, National 
Geographic and fashion’s 
Harpers Bazaar magazines. 

Now owned by Lifestyle and 
Entertainment company, Pulse 
Investments Ltd, the estate’s 
unique architecture and 
art filled Jamaican themed 
sculpture gardens are some 
of the special features of the 
historic property, created 

by 3 generations of Ronais 
who came to Jamaica 
from Hungary in the 40s.

Today, Pulse has created a 
new Villa Ronai, maintaining 
the natural beauty of its 
environs including the art 
which is an intrinsic part of 
its landscape, waterfalls, 
ponds and pool cut from 
stone. The estate is now 
the Villa Ronai Lifestyle 
Village with restaurants 
and residential apartments.

We are proud to introduce 
our latest development, 
Pulse Lofts at Villa Ronai.
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Entrance, unit # 204.

Entrance and dining room, Pulse Loft 301

Bedroom with a view to the mountains, # 204

Dining and part of the living room, # 204

Part of the living area, Loft 301

One of the three bedrooms, Loft 301

The kitchen with its multiple views of the mountains, # 204 Freshly picked hibiscus from the Garden at Villa Ronai

The bedroom & private terrace with mountain view, # 205 Antique chair and mirror inside Pulse Loft 301 Entryway, unit # 205
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PULSE SUPERMODEL PULSE SUPERMODEL 
JENEIL WILLIAMS JENEIL WILLIAMS 

STARS IN STARS IN 
ESTÉE LAUDER ESTÉE LAUDER 

CAMPAIGN CAMPAIGN 
The indomitable Pulse 
supermodel, Jeneil Wil-
liams, has maintained a 
magnificent presence in 
the world of global fash-
ion, this time with her 
starring role in the new 
Estée Lauder make - up 
campaign. 

With this endorsement 
from one of the fash-
ion industry’s biggest 
brands, Williams remark-
able career is as strong 
as it was before mother-
hood. Williams has been 
tapped by scores of her 
clients to promote their 
brand throughout the 
phases of her pregnan-
cy. From fitness giants,  
Nike to the high glamour 
of Tom Ford and Louis 
Vuitton, Williams’ pace 
has not slowed. And like 
the advertisers, the the 

fashion editors still be-
lieve that the enduring 
supermodel is the right 
fit for their campaigns 
and editorials. The multi-
ple Vogue cover girl who 
has appeared 11 times 
in several editions of 
the fashion bible, Vogue, 
was one again cele-
brated by the magazine, 
shortly after giving birth 
to her daughter Dylan. 
Williams says she was 
humbled to be chosen 
for the campaign, “I had 
an amazing experience, 
the shoot was based on 
my lifestyle as a mom, 
an athlete and a model.”

Williams who is now back 
in top shape, has elevat-
ed to another level in the 
area of fitness modelling, 
shooting multiple cam-
paigns for Nike and Ath-

leta.

Says Romae Gordon,  
Pulse’s Managing Di-
rector of Fashion & 
Lifestyle “Jeneil has 
not missed a moment 
despite all the phys-
ical changes associ-
ated with becoming a 
mother, the demand 
by top brands and 
magazines has not 
abated and this 
speaks volumes of her 
exceptional ability as 
a model.” 

With a career that has 
spanned over 15 years, 
the ever green model, 
who was discovered 
in Pulse’s Caribbean 
Model Search, contin-
ues to climb to new 
heights at ever turn of 
her professional life.

Jeneil Willams 
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As its property portfolio grows, Pulse Investments Ltd. 
recorded assets in excess of $10b for the first time at its 
2023 year end in June, moving from $9.32b in prior year 
to $11.38b. The company’s audited financial statements 
filed with the Jamaica Stock Exchange showed profits of 
$1.57b, down from $1.79b in year ended June 30, 2022, a 
reduction of 11.9% ($213m).

Revenues increased from $931m in prior year, to $949m 
this year, moving closer to the $1b mark. Pulse recorded 
gains in most business lines, including property rentals, 
up by 17% moving to $153.9m from $131.7m in year ended, 
June 30, 2022. Sponsorships and advertising entitlements 
were flat ($731m this year, from $743m in prior year).

The overall reduction in profit was largely due to a 
reduction in gains from revaluation of investment 
properties which was down to $972m moving from $1.264b 
in 2022. Administrative and other expenses increased by 
18.6% moving from $270.9m in 2022 to $321.4m this year.

Pulse made considerable advances in the development of 
its Pulse Homes project with over $300m of infrastructure 
work completed. These works included a new 2000 ft 
road and a bridge to the homes site as well as extensive 
excavation and retaining walls. 

Pulse has commenced sales of a 16 unit Pulse Lofts gated 
community, part of the 70 unit Lifestyle Village completed 
at Villa Ronai in 2022. 

Having moved past the most challenging phase of the 
new Homes development project, the company is looking 
to accelerate growth in all business lines going forward. 
Targeted for growth are, overnight guest stays at both 
Trafalgar Road and Villa Ronai, model agency, fashion and 
entertainment. Though not a major income earner, the 
Peter Tosh Museum, which has significant international 
relevance and appeal, reopened its doors before a VIP 
audience of diplomats including the ambassador for 

France and the High Commissioners of South Africa and 
the United Kingdom and the commercial attaché for 
Nigeria. VIP guests also included government officials, 
Tosh family members, founding museum patrons, Pulse 
Executives, music industry insiders, local and international 
media and several others.

Importantly, the Order of the Companions of O.R Tambo 
in silver, conferred on Peter Tosh by the Government 
of South Africa, in April of this year, was unveiled in the 
museum by the South African High Commissioner, H.E. 
Lumka Yengeni. The citation recognised Tosh for his 
tireless work in advancing the cause of equal rights and 
justice worldwide. 

Kingsley Cooper, C.D.,Ll.B
Chairman

CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENTCHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Pulse Assets Exceed 11 billion, Profits at 1.57b in 2023

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENTCORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
At Pulse, we are committed to being both financially 
successful and a responsible company, as we recognize 
that our long term success is dependent on creating value 
for all who have a stake in the organization.

CSR Framework:

Governance – Through our Board of Directors, we continue 
to develop clear mandates, policies and processes, along 
with ensuring that we are in compliance with all national 
and regulatory bodies to which we relate.

Employees and Contractors – are the vehicle for us to 
fulfill our mission due to their dedication and commitment 
to the organization. We are committed to providing safe and 
supportive environments for their growth and development 
and to their personal and professional success.

Clients – and our potential clients are the reason we 

exist. Our commitment is to treat each and every one with 
respect, to support their aspirations and represent their 
interests to maximize their opportunities at all times. We 
are also committed to ensuring that the young people in 
Jamaica see the industry, in which we operate, as a means 
to achieving their goals and aspirations

Society – there are many ways in which we demonstrate 
our commitment to the society by operating in 
environmentally friendly ways, minimizing our carbon 
footprint, recycling, encouraging staff volunteerism and 
educating the public on aspects of the industry. 

Our largest area of contribution is made through our 
commitment to positive and holistic youth development 
through the employment and development of young 
people who are able to be financially secure, serve as 
role models in their communities and offer hope to future 
generations of Jamaican youth.

Kingsley Cooper
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
Grant Stewart Phillips & Co.
11A Swallowfield Road,
Kingston 5, Jamaica

REGISTRARS &
TRANSFER AGENTS
KPMG Regulatory & Compliance
6 Duke Street, Kingston, Jamaica

BANKERS
National Commercial Bank
The Atrium, Trafalgar Road
Kingston 10, Jamaica

COMPANY SECRETARY
Romae Gordon
REGISTERED OFFICE
38a Trafalgar Road,
Kingston 10, Jamaica

AUDITORS
BDO
26 Beechwood Ave.
Kingston, Jamaica

BOARD OF DIRECTORSBOARD OF DIRECTORS

Jeffrey Cobham has been the company’s main financial consultant for the past several years. As such, he  continues 
to play a key role in the company’s developement. Cobham is chairman of the audit commitee. Mr. Cobham is 
a former managing director of the National Commercial Bank and is a director of Sagicor Life Jamaica and Pan 
Caribbean Financial Services. He sits on the board of a number of other companies in Jamaica. A musician, Mr. 

Cobham plays classical guitar.

Romae Gordon, M.A.
Director
Romae  Gordon is Pulse’s Managing Director, Fashion and Lifestyle. She holds 
portfolio responsibilities for the Caribbean Model Search, Caribbean Fashionweek and the Pulse Model 
Agency. She has helped to successfully steer the careers of several of the company’s international models. 
Gordon is also a host and producer of a number of Pulse Televsion shows including Caribbean Fashion 
Weekly, Ready for CFW and the CMS Reality TV series. Gordon graduated from Trinity College in Hartford, 
Connecticut USA with a Master’s degree in Public Policy. She holds a bachelor’s 
degree with honours in International Relations from the same institution.

Eleanor Brown, B.Sc., M.Phil., JD 
Director

Eleanor Brown holds professorships in Law and International Relations at  Penn State University. She is also a 
scientist at the Rock Ethics Institute, Penn State. Ms Brown is a leading scholar as well as a published author. She 
is former Chair of the Jamaica Trade Board and has held directorships at JPSco and several other companies. 
A Yale trained lawyer and Rhodes scholar, Ms. Brown studied politics at Oxford University and holds a degree in 
molecular biology from Brown University. She is a member of the Connecticut and Jamaica Bar Associations.

Hilary Phillips, C.D., B.Sc., K.C.
Director
Co-founder of Pulse, Hilary Phillips was an early choreographer for Pulse’s fashion and beauty shows and has 
given critical support and advice to the company over the years. Ms. Phillips is a former partner in the law firm 
Grant, Stewart, Phillips, and Company.  She is the current chairperson for the Judicial 
Service Commission of the Turks & Caicos and is a member of a similar body for the 
Caribbean Court of Justice. A King’s Counsel, Phillips has tutored at the Norman Manley 
Law school since 1974 and she is a former Justice of the Court of Appeal.

Safia Cooper, M.B.A.
Director

Safia Cooper is Pulse’s Managing Director, Property and Leisure. She holds portfolio responsibility for Pulse’s 
hospitality and leisure business. Before Pulse, Cooper held manegerial positions at Red Stripe Jamaica and Diageo 
Brazil. She holds a BSc in International Relations from the UWI and an MBA from Nova Southeastern University.  

Kingsley Cooper chairs the board of Pulse Investments Ltd. An attorney at law, Cooper is the founder of the 
company. A pioneer in the fashion, modeling, lifestyle and entertainment industries in the Caribbean, Cooper 
has guided Pulse to pre-eminent status in its areas of operation. His work has been recognized by entities such 
as Vogue, the BBC and Fashion Television. Pulse supermodels have held some of the top spots in world modeling 
and are highly respected.  Cooper has guided Pulse’s real estate projects including the restoration of Villa Ronai 
as well as the expansion and development of the lifestyle community at both Trafalagr Road and Villa Ronai, 
inclusive of boutiques, hotels, shops, offices, residencies, restaurants, spa and event  
venues

Jeffrey Cobham B.A.
Director

The Late Lois Sherwood, C.D.,J.P.

Kingsley Cooper, C.D., Ll.B
Chairman

Lois Cecilia Lake Sherwood was 
an Artist, Diplomat, Entrepreneur 
& Philanthropist. Sherwood was 
an extraordinary leader with a 
passion for the improvement of 
the lives of Jamaicans through art 
and creative enterprise. She had a 

love for the ordinary Jamaican and 
expressed this through her tireless 
work enhancing the welfare of inner 
city youth through art projects, 
workshops and training. She also 
contributed greatly to Pulse’s efforts 
in this respect, as the company 

provided opportunities in fashion 
and modelling to young people 
from all walks of life. At Pulse, we 
benefited from her sage advice and 
support which went beyond words of 
guidance to actions that made a real 
difference to the company’s success.
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Jamaica’s Reggae Girlz made football 
history at the Women’s World Cup in 
Australia earlier this year and, so too did 
another Jamaican, in fashion.
 
Pulse star Shantae Leslie broke new 
ground as the first model from Jamaica 
to make a huge impact on the world 
of fashion on the Australian continent. 
Leslie made her mark appearing in 
Vogue, nabbed multiple editorials for 
Marie Claire and stormed the runway for 
some of Australia’s finest designers.
 
The highly in-demand fashion star has 
been on the radar of the Australians 
since her international career began, 
during the Covid 19 pandemic. Says Kiki 
Minter of IMG Sydney, “we really love 
Shantae’s look and knew she would be 
perfect for our clients here. She has a 
great track record for super high fashion 
names, so with such a stunning résumé, 
she would do well in Australia.”  
 
The young Jamaican who hails from 
Sandy Bay in Clarendon, made her 
smashing debut with an ‘exclusive’ 
for Italian fashion powerhouse, Prada 
after being summoned directly from 
Kingston to Milan to launch the label’s 
2022 Fall/ Winter collection. But it was 
Leslie’s winning performance in Pulse’s 
Caribbean Model Search TV event which 
first got the global fashion movers and 
shakers to take note. Leslie captivated 

the attention of agents 
across the globe 

after a photo 
taken in the 

middle of 
Half Way 
Tree during 
the CMS 
TV 2019/20 
s e a s o n , 
went viral. 
Pulse was 
i n u n d a t e d 
with requests 

from all the 
m a j o r 

international agencies to sign the new 
star to a contract. After some intense 
bidding, Leslie was signed to IMG in 
New York, London, Paris & Milan. And, it 
was in the Italian city of Milan that the 
5’11” sensation would make an indelible 
imprint on global fashion.
 
So spectacular was her start that Leslie 
was tapped for additional runway duties 
after her exclusive with Prada. She flew 
to Paris where she completed duties for 
Raf Simmons, Loewe and Valentino.
 
Her impressive career opener 
immediately launched her among the 
world’s top new fashion stars as declared 
by models.com. The 2019 CMS TV winner 
has continued to rise completing a slew 
of assignments for the industry’s mega 
brands including Dior, Mui Mui, Givenchy, 
Valentino to name a few. Leslie continues 
to be a staple for Prada having appeared 
in the company’s advertising and 
ecomm. She has also had subsequent 
outings for the Muicia Prada led house 
with other superstar models including 
Anok Yai, Bella Hadid, Kendall Jenner 
and Kaia Gerber, daughter of famed 
supermodel Cindy Crawford.  

Pulse Director of Fashion & Lifestyle, 
Romae Gordon who discovered the then 
15 year old Leslie at Clarendon College 
High during Pulse’s Schools Model 
Search, saw the teenager’s star qualities 
at first sight. “She had a lovely presence 
and her lanky frame is a high fashion 
designer’s dream” says Gordon. “We 
are pleased to be shaping this young 
star’s career to continue the remarkable 
tradition of excellence and success 
in model development that Pulse has 
produced over the years.”
 
As the agency which pioneered the 
modern modelling industry in the 
Caribbean, the company’s track record 
has been very well documented over the 
years with exceptional talent including 
Althea Laing, Kimberley Mais, Angela 
Neil, Hector Lincoln, Justine Willoughby, 
Juline Samuels, Romae Gordon, Lois 
Samuels, Nikki Vassel, Parisa Fitz Henly, 
Carla Campbell, Sky Grey, Nell Robinson, 
Nadine Willis, Jaunel Mc Kenzie, Gaye Mc 
Donald, Sedene Blake, Jeneil Williams, 
Oraine Barrett, Francine James, Miqueal 
Symone Williams, Zoe Griffith, Daniella 
Davis.

Setting an outstanding record, Alicia 
Burke remains among the world’s top 
models and leads the next gen of Pulse 
stars including Zan Hyde and Shantae 
Leslie. “We are accustomed to making 
history with our exceptional roster of 
talent so Shantae’s ground breaking 
run in Australia comes as no surprise,” 

says Gordon. Shantae’s global team 
determined that the timing was perfect 
for her to work in Australia during the 
relative quiet summer season in Europe 
where a number of the agencies go 
on holiday ahead of the hectic show 
season which begins September.
 
Travelling to far away places for work 
is part of a model’s job but for Leslie, 
going to Australia was a revelation 
beyond her wildest expectations. “I 
had such a great time in Sydney. I 
lived right on the famous Bondi beach 
and although it is the winter there, my 
experiences of the people and places 
I visited were amazing,” says Leslie. She 
continues, “I travelled to Melbourne for 
work, climbed Harbour Bridge and I did 
a shoot at the famed Sydney Opera 
House. That was really special!”
 
The Jamaican star was disappointed at 
the timing of her departure from 
Australia and the chance to  
cheer for her fellow history 
makers, at the Women’s 
World Cup. However she 
had to return home ahead 
of duties in Spain and Milan. 
Like she has been doing 
since the start of her career, 
Leslie hopes to make an 
important statement as 
she prepares for the 
Fall /Winter collections 
in New York City. Given 
Shantae’s record, Pulse 
expects that the CMS 
TV winner will make 
the new season 
one to remember.

PULSE STAR SHANTAE LESLIE MAKES HISTORY IN AUSTRALIA

Shantae Leslie
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Pulse In 2023 

Pulse developed a range of real estate products 
commencing in the early 1990s, after the company’s 
Chairman acquired property at Trafalgar Road in New 
Kingston and gave Pulse control through a long term 
lease at peppercorn rental rates. This continued in the 
mid 1990s with the acquisition of the Villa Ronai property 
at Old Stony Hill Road in St Andrew. These properties 
have provided the Company with rental income from 
shops, offices, guest rooms, restaurants, beauty service 
providers, bars, event spaces, storage facilities, wedding 
facilities, spas and more. Pulse thereby created lifestyle 
communities at both properties, in a synergistic 
relationship with the Company’s original business lines 
of fashion, entertainment, media, model management 
and related services. Pulse now, with real estate at its 
core, has a new mantra, Leisure Lifestyle Living!

Lines of Business

Pulse derives its revenues from the following 
sources, in addition to which the Company has, 
over the years, increased shareholder value 
from appreciation in the value of two investment 
properties, Villa Ronai, located in Stony Hill and 38a 
Trafalgar Road, Kingston 10 (The Pulse Center). The 
Company’s main revenues are generated from:

 1. Market Sponsorship, Ad Entitlements (TV show 
income) and Cash Sponsorships 

Pulse works with several contractors who provide 
various services to the Company. Some services are at 
reduced costs or no cost, as a form of sponsorship in 
kind. Due to the nature of Pulse’s business this system 
works well, not only by greatly reducing expenses, 
but also by ensuring that the Company does not 
permanently hire services it does not need on a year-
round basis. Sponsored services benefit the providers 
as well, as Pulse promotes them through marketing 
their brands in association with its various activities 
and events. These contractors are also able to use their 
association with Pulse in their own separate marketing. 

Sponsorships in kind (SIKs) income streams enable 
the Company to cover services that range from 
accommodations to advertising, air travel, make up, 
hair and production costs. SIKs eliminate cash expenses 
that would otherwise be incurred by the Company and 
provide two-way benefits to the sponsors and Pulse alike. 
SIKs are fully expensed each year, as only fully utilized 
SIKs are recognized in income. The Company anticipates 
continued annual increases in this income category as 
it relates to TV shows, and other activities, which are 
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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS JUNE 2023 (CONTD) MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS JUNE 2023 (CONTD) 
not expected to experience any 
significant swings in this post 
COVID period. This also relates 
to live events, to the extent that 
they are produced going forward.

Ad entitlements (TV ads) are 
in kind payments for Pulse’s TV 
shows broadcast by its media 
partners in the wider Caribbean 
and international markets. These 
entitlements can be used by Pulse 
or its partners at any time and can 
be sold to advertisers or sponsors as 
well. This business line is expected 
to continue performing well. Pulse’s 
current TV broadcasters all signed 
new multi-year contracts in 2020. 

Cash Sponsorship is a fee paid by 
brands to Pulse in return for association 
with Pulse events, TV shows and other 
activities. Sponsors benefits include 
prominent exposure in advertising 
and other marketing materials as well 
as brand presence at actual events, 
in TV shows and other activities.

.
   2. Model Agency Income

Pulse earns a commission equivalent 
to ten percent (10%) of gross fees 
earned by models placed in the 
international market. This market for 
models is expected to be buoyant 
going forward. Growth is expected to 
increase in the short to medium term. 
Only commissions (and not gross fees 
earned by its models) are brought to 
Pulse’s income.

Relevant jobs are booked by affiliate 
agencies who operate mainly in the 
major markets of Europe and North 
America. These agencies share the 
standard 20% model commissions 
with Pulse on a 50/50 basis. Pulse 
operates as a mother agency, an 
industry term that describes an 
agency that originally discovered 
and developed models, who then go 
on to work in markets in which the 
mother agency does not operate on 
a day to day basis. Companies like 
Pulse especially fit the mother agency 
category, as the markets in which they 
are based, such as the Caribbean, are 
tiny, compared to the major markets 
of New York, London, Paris and Milan.

However, Pulse earns 36% from model 
commissions and agency fees when 
it books models directly, which is the 
case from time to time.

 3. Pulse High School Model Search 

The High School Model Search is a 
relatively new activity for Pulse, in 
which Pulse identifies young models 
with international potential while they 
are still in high school. This gives Pulse 
a better opportunity to discover young 
stars and work with them to develop 
careers when they leave school. The 
Company signs them to long term 
contracts with the goal that in future 
years, they will have very successful 
careers, while contributing to growth in 
Pulse’s revenues. The 4-year old High 
School Search program has produced 
successful international models, with 
a significant number waiting in the 
wings for international placement.

 4. Rental of Properties – Shops, 
Offices, Restaurants and Event 
Rental Facilities

Pulse rents over 46 units at the Pulse 
Centre on Trafalgar Road and at Villa 
Ronai, Stony Hill for shops, offices, 
restaurants, beauty establishments 
and events.

Additionally, Pulse rents space for 
a variety of functions including 
weddings, corporate events, parties, 
receptions, etc events, parties, 
receptions, etc.

   5. Pulse Rooms at Trafalgar 

Pulse Rooms at Trafalgar (PR), is a new 
26-unit accommodations business 
opened at the end of December 2018 
and priced competitively. PR benefits 
from great aesthetics and excellent 
service. This business has been a 
successful start-up for Pulse. 

With the recovery of the 
accommodations business now 
underway, Pulse Rooms is expected 
to once again enjoy good occupancy 
levels with a tightly managed cost 
structure, which does not compromise 
quality. Occupancy has continued 
to improve as the Rooms gain 
greater market acceptance and rate 
increases are realized.

A key part of the strategy for marketing 
Pulse Rooms and Pulse Suites is the 
cultural and creative assets that 
Pulse brings to bear, utilizing its 44 
year experience in entertainment, 
talent and culture. Tours of the Peter 
Tosh Museum (located at the Pulse 
Center), The Bob Marley Museum 
and Devon House, all within a stone’s 
throw of Pulse Rooms, are competitive 
advantages. Pulse fashion shows, 
concerts (such as the Pulse produced 
Peter Tosh Music Festival), PULS8 
weekly parties, model searches and 
other regular entertainment events at 
Trafalgar, are also attractions which 
will help pull patrons to Pulse Rooms.

6. Ticket Sales
As live events resume, Pulse will once 
again generate revenues from ticket 
sales.

7.  Other Income & Gains

Other income and gains records 
appreciation in the value of 
investment  properties at Villa  Ronai 
and Trafalgar Road. This annual 
appreciation  is expected to remain 
significant over the next 4-5 years, as 
the Company, by policy, only brings 
increases in the value of investment 
property to its books by a maximum 
of 30% per annum. Further, additional 
real estate value has resulted 
from completion of the Villa Ronai 
Suites and the commencement of 
development at Pulse Homes, as well 
as the acquisition of additional real 
estate. This, in addition to the natural 
increases due to inflation and higher 
property values generally.

The New Pulse

Over its 44 year history, Pulse has 
evolved into an international Lifestyle 
& Leisure Brand. In the process, Pulse 
utilized its many assets developed 
and centered around its Villa Ronai  
and Trafalgar Road  properties,  and  
its wealth of creative brands. The new 
Pulse business model will incorporate 
the Company’s existing business lines, 
further real estate  development of the 
Villa Ronai property, and an expansion 
of the Caribbean and international 
model searches under a wholesaler 
system.
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Real Estate Development

Pulse’s success in investing in 
real estate development to date 
confirms the Company’s ability to 
identify value creating sectors of the 
economy and to effectively manage  
investments undertaken in  them. 
Pulse  also has the advantage of a 
visionary Chairman, who, in addition 
to  conceiving the real estate 
opportunities,  adds tremendous 
value to  the Company by assuming 
overall management of the planning 
and construction elements of the 
Company’s real estate developments 
at the two properties.

Despite the many challenges in the 
local and international economies, 
the Real Estate sector has remained 
buoyant in Jamaica. The company’s 
real estate assets will continue to be 
a  core  driver  of  value  at  Pulse. 
The properties will help drive the 
Company’s new international lifestyle 
brand.

8a. Pulse Suites at Villa Ronai

Pulse Suites at Villa Ronai will offer 66 
semi-residential and 4 commercial 
facilities which are now complete. 
They consist of a mix of one and two 
bedroom units, for short and  medium 
term stays, guest suites, studios and 
apartments for overnight  occupancy. 
These  will be ideal for the upper mid 
to upper market segments, targeting 
visitors and Jamaicans alike. Guests 
will enjoy all the facilities at Villa Ronai, 
including restaurants, club house, 
spa, pool, etc., as well as the tranquil 
beauty of art and nature that are 
signature features there. Functions 
and events will be core revenue 
generating activities at Ronai, utilizing  
three  (3) function areas.

8b. Pulse Homes at Villa Ronai

Pulse Homes, a residential community, 
is now under construction at Villa 
Ronai. The 30-unit mix of 2 and 3 
bedroom homes, will be an eco-
friendly, lifestyle  community,  nestled  
among the large rain forest-like trees, 
on a topography that will provide a 

unique living experience representing 
a deep, lush countryside, come to 
Kingston, a mere 5 minutes  from 
Manor Park. With the new road 
network, Villa Ronai is now a part of 
the City of Kingston. Twenty (20) of 
these units will be sold at estimated 
prices ranging from US$550,000  to 
US$950,000. The  sale of these units 
will repay all construction financing 
and enable Pulse to retain the 
remaining ten (10) units to generate 
future rental income. Pulse will have 
the option to sell additional units, 
but generally, the Company prefers 
to build and hold, thereby earning 
continuously from both rental income 
as well as gains on investment 
property. Owners and clients at Pulse 
Homes will be encouraged to use 
the existing facilities at Villa Ronai, 
thereby increasing business for the 
Company.

8c. Pulse Lofts at Villa Ronai

Sixteen (16) of the existing 66 
residential units, collectively known 
as Pulse Lofts are now on the market 
for sale as a gated community. These 
are studios, 1 and 2 bedroom units. 
While some of these units may be 
retained by the company for guest 
rentals, some will be sold to increase 
liquidity and / or reduce debt.

8d. Pulse Expanded Caribbean and 
International   Model   Searches   – 
Model “Wholesaler”

These searches include the High 
School Model Search expanded 
throughout the Caribbean and in North  
American markets, where  al- lowed.  
Pulse will be looking to  discover and  
place  models  in  various agencies 
in the major markets, and anticipates 
via his strategy, significant increases 
over the existing number of models 
discovered and placed in the 
international markets. Pulse will use 
technology to track all its models and 
their various assignments on a day to 
day basis. Through this revolutionary 
approach, Pulse will continue to be 
a “mother agent”  and will represent 
models in partnership with agents in 
the major markets who will book Pulse 
talent on a  day-to-day  basis. The 
new  strategy will result in increased 

numbers of young talent from various  
markets and Pulse becoming more of 
a “wholesaler” and less of a “retailer” in 
the international model industry.

Pulse will hire suitably qualified 
international scouts to undertake  
these searches, and other experts for 
day- to-day administration. Costs 
for  this business segment will include 
these industry specialists, ss well as air 
travel, technology, accommodation, 
administration, development, and 
model preparation for international 
placement. Pulse currently earns in 
excess of $50m per annum from 
model com- missions and will be 
seeking to quadruple those earnings 
within 3 years, with this  expansion of 
its modelling business line

8e. Pulse Global

Pulse launched Pulse Global in 2019 
with a view to leveraging partnerships 
in Africa, North  America, the wider 
Caribbean and Europe to create 
products  based on the best of 
African and  Caribbean talents, for 
consumption in global markets. 
These partnerships encompass  
media, model agencies, fashion/
beauty brands and show production, 
including fashion  weeks and other 
related events. CFW 2019 was the 
first event under the Pulse Global 
brand, showcasing the best of African 
and Caribbean designers. With the 
advent of Covid-19, Pulse was forced 
to put this project on hold. Now, the 
company is looking to recommence 
this initiative at the appropriate time.

8f. The Pulse Brand and Merchan- 
dising

As the strength and visibility of the 
diversified Pulse brand grow, Pulse will 
be marketing  a range of merchandise, 
including the standard caps, T-shirts, 
keychains, mugs, umbrellas and 
other products available from 
manufacturers and distributors of 
these merchandise.  Pulse does not 
currently generate any revenues 
from merchandising but views this 
segment as a potentially attractive 
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and natural new  income stream for 
the Company. Such memorabilia will 
be sold at  each  property  and  other 
distribution points in the market, and 
used also as a key promotion tool for 
the new Lifestyle & Leisure Brand.

Strategies  for  Growth,  Key  
Performance Drivers & Increased 
Shareholder Value

Strategically, Pulse’s growth has come 
and will continue to come from the 
natural development and expansion 
of its existing businesses locally, 
regionally and internationally, as well 
as the establishment and promotion 
of new businesses. Given their nature, 
Pulse’s business activities are ideal 
for international expansion. Also, the 
new lines of business have synergistic 
value and are natural outgrowths of 
the Company’s existing businesses.

Pulse’s growth is expected to continue 
into the foreseeable future. The 
continued growth of the Company is 
premised on the following factors:

• The Company will continue to 
tightly manage cost so as to 
maintain its high profit to revenue 
ratio.

• Pulse’s real estate expansion will 
significantly increase revenues 
benefits and profit as well 
as capital gains and Pulse’s 
production of television programs 
has a number of strategic 
increased asset values. This will 
continue into the foreseeable 
future.

• A commitment to the use of 
new technologies to drive new 
businesses and make the 
Company more efficient.

• Pulse’s production of television 
programs has a number of 
strategic benefits. Once these 
programs are produced, the 
incremental cost of exporting 
and distributing them is minimal 
and the costs of production 
are absorbed by incremental 
distribution revenues.

• The appeal of the Company’s 
products to the wider world; given 
the power of brand Jamaica as 

well as the natural romance with 
and historical acceptance of 
Jamaica and the Caribbean.

• Enhanced Board of Directors and 
management capacity.

• Sustainability and constant 
renewal of Pulse’s talent pool.

• The increasing level of 
diversification of Pulse’s revenue 
sources.

Capability to Deliver Results

Pulse has the capacity to deliver 
its projected results. A team of 
professionals, including seasonal 
contractors, provide the expertise and 
work force required to implement the 
Company’s businesses.

Results of Operations

Pulse has produced outstanding 
revenues and profits with high levels 
of growth over the past 5 years, 
thereby generating significant value 
for the Company’s shareholders.  

Risks

Pulse recognizes the following risks to 
its business.

• A local or international crisis such 
as the Covid-19 pandemic can 
have a severely negative impact 
on local and/or global business. 

• The Company’s quarterly 
operating results may fluctuate 
significantly in the future based 
on a number of factors, many 
of which are not in its control. If 
the Company’s revenues are 
lower than projected because 
of changes in the macro and 
micro economic environment, 
or decreases in the demand for 
products and/or services offered, 
the Company may not be able to 
reduce its spending immediately 
in response. In addition, 
fluctuations in the Company’s 
quarterly results could adversely 
affect the market price of its shares 
in a manner unrelated to its long 

term operating performance. 
Consequently, the Company’s 
future success depends on its 
ability to identify trends in its 
target markets and to offer new 
products and/or services that 
address the changing needs of 
target customers.

• Sponsors of the Company’s 
various programs may be 
affected by a downturn in the 
macro or micro economy and 
may not be able to provide 
similar levels of sponsorships in 
the future. This could affect the 
Company’s ability to generate 
expected levels of revenues in the 
future.

• The Company may become 
subject to new accounting 
rules or standards that differ 
from those that are presently 
applicable. Such new accounting 
rules or standards could require 
significant changes in the way 
the Company currently reports 
its financial position, operating 
results or cash flows. Such 
changes could be applied 
retroactively.

• The Company is targeting the 
international market for a number 
of new products and services. 
While expansion into overseas 
markets provides new revenue 
opportunities, it is difficult to 
forecast the extent to which the 
Company will be successful in 
getting its products and services 
accepted in such markets.

• The Company will need to 
successfully hire, train, motivate 
and manage staff with the 
requisite skills to ensure the 
continued growth of its unique 
business model. The Company 
could face challenges identifying 
the right talent or could be 
required to pay high levels of 
compensation to secure such 
skills. On the other hand, the 
loss of one or more of its key 
employees could have a material 
adverse effect on its business.

• The Company faces operational 
risks such as those arising from 
inadequate or failed internal 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the 
annual general meeting of Pulse 
Investments Limited will be held at 
the Refuge, Villa Ronai, Old Stony Hill 
Road, Tuesday, April 9th 2024 at 10:30 
a.m., for the purpose of transacting 
the following business namely:

1. To consider the Company’s audited 
financial accounts and the Reports 
of the Directors and Auditors for the 
year ended June 30, 2023.

To consider and (if thought fit) pass 
the following resolution:

“THAT the audited accounts for the 
year ended June 30, 2023 and the 
Reports of the Directors and Auditors 
be adopted.”

2. Rotation of Directors

In accordance with Article 98 of the 
Company’s Articles of Association, 
Mr.  Kingsley Cooper and Ms. Romae 
Gordon will retire by rotation. 

Being eligible, Mr. Kingsley Cooper will 
offer himself for re-election.

To consider and (if thought fit) pass 
the following resolution:
“THAT Mr. Kingsley Cooper be and is 
hereby re-elected a Director of the 
Company”.

To consider and (if thought fit) pass 
the following resolution:
“THAT Ms. Romae Gordon , be and is 
hereby re-elected a Director of the 
company.

3. To appoint auditors and authorise 
the Directors to fix the remuneration 

of the Auditors.
To consider and (if thought fit) pass 
the following resolution:

”THAT Messrs. BDO, chartered 
accountants, be and are hereby re-
appointed auditors of the Company, 
to hold office until the close of the 
next annual general meeting at a 
figure to be fixed by the Directors.”

7.  Any other business.

Dated this 25th day of October, 2023
By Order of the Board

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGNOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

controls. Failed computer systems, 
employee fraud or other criminal 
activities. Although the Company 
exercises diligence in ensuring that 
adequate back up systems are in 
place and that operating policies 
and procedures are adhered 
to, the Company is exposed to 
disruptions in its operations that 
could cause financial losses.

•  There could be volatility in the stock 
price due to the performance of 
the Company or due to market 
conditions affecting stocks traded 
on the JSE. Volatility may continue 
over substantial periods of time.

• To establish market acceptance 
of a new product or service, 
the Company must dedicate 
resources to research and 
development as well as sales 
and marketing. The Company 
could also incur substantial costs 

in developing a new product 
or service, which often precede 
meaningful revenues from the 
sale of such product or service. 
Consequently, new products 
can require significant time and 
investment to achieve profitability. 
Stockholders should note that its 
efforts to introduce new products 
or services may not be successful 
or profitable. In addition, products 
or services launched in any period 
and the level of acceptance 
gained by these products 
are uncertain and may affect 
quarterly and annual results.

• In the event that the shareholders 
of the Company in general 
meeting hereafter authorize the 
creation of additional shares in 
the Company and such shares 
are subsequently issued, they 
may rank pari passu with existing 
ordinary shares and be entered 

on the official list of the Jamaica 
Stock Exchange. Additional shares 
issued could affect the trading 
performance of the stock.

Risk Management

Pulse continues to operate a moderate 
debt business model, being mindful of 
the high volatility that has prevailed in 
the Jamaican market. This moderate 
debt model has been maintained 
despite the build out at Villa Ronai and 
Trafalgar Road.

Pulse employs best practices in the 
execution of its various business 
segments in order to minimize risks to 
its business and protect shareholder 
value.

Romae Gordon 
Company Secretary
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AUDIT COMMITTEEAUDIT COMMITTEE
Pulse Investments Limited Audit 
Committee

Members and Responsibility

The committee members are Jeffrey 
Cobham (Chairman), Hilary Phillips 
and Eleanor Brown, non executive 
board members.

The committee has responsibility 
inter alia, for:

(a) Reviewing and approving annual 
audited and interim unaudited 
financial statements reported to 
investors, along with the related 
policies and assumptions and any 
accompanying reports or related 
policies and statements.

(b) Monitoring the adequacy and 
effectiveness of the company’s 
systems of management and internal 

controls.

(c) Developing and implementing 
policies regarding the engagement 
of the external auditors and any other 
services that may be supplied by the 
auditors.

(d) Monitoring and ensuring 
compliance with the relevant 
regulatory requirements.
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Directors’ Report and The Audited 
Accounts of The Company for the 
year ended June 30, 2023:

Pulse Investments Ltd netted profits 
of $1.57b, down from $1.79b in year 
ended June 30, 2022, a reduction of 
11.9% ($213m).

There was a 12% percent reduction 
in total income/ gains moving from 
$2.2b in 2022 to $1.93b in 2023. 

Most of the company’s lines of business 
recorded gains, with the greatest gain 
being a 16.9% increase in property 
rentals up to $153.9m coming from 
$131.7m in 2022. Sponsorships and 

advertising entitlements were flat 
($731m this year, from $743m in prior 
year).

Earnings per share reduced to 24 
cents from prior year’s 27 cents. 
Pulse’s assets now stand at $11.4b up 
from $9.3b last year, an increase of 
22.6%. Liabilities increased to $2.31b 
coming from $1.88b in prior year. 

Cash and bank balances was $91.6m 
in 2023 coming from $217m in 2022.

Bond financing was up by $89m 
moving from $621m in 2022 to $710m 
in 2023. This represents the portion 
of the $1.1b approved bond financing 

drawn down to date. This bond 
financing was made available to the 
company for the construction of the 
first phase of the Pulse Homes project, 
consisting of 15 of 30 homes at Villa 
Ronai in Stony Hill, which commenced 
last year. 

Pulse anticipates robust gains in 
2024 with increased business from 
overnight guest stays at both its 
Trafalgar Road and Villa Ronai 
properties, model agency, fashion 
and entertainment. 

PULSE’S CORPORATE GOVERNANCEPULSE’S CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

PULSE SCHOOLS MODEL SEARCH 2023 GETS INTO HIGH GEARPULSE SCHOOLS MODEL SEARCH 2023 GETS INTO HIGH GEAR

Pulse’s Corporate Governance Guidelines are available for inspection on the company’s website 
www.pulseworld360.com

DIRECTORS’ REPORTDIRECTORS’ REPORT

Romae Gordon 
Company Secretary

Students of Hillel Academy with Pulse’s MD Fashion & Lifestyle, Romae Gordon(c), 
CMS star Shantae Leslie and Hillel’s Ms.Tenessia Francis after a scouting session.

Managing Director Fashion & Lifestyle, Romae Gordon 
discusses Pulse’s business, the fashion/modeling industries 
with Shantae Leslie and students of Hillel Academy. 

Students from the 
Kelits High school 
in the Clerendon leg 
of the Model Search

A model hopeful, Old 
Harbour High School

Pulse’s Managing Director, Fashion & Lifestyle, Romae Gordon 
and CMS TV winner, Shantae Leslie with 6th form tour guides 
and newly scouted model prospects at Clarendon College H.S.
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Issued Ordinary shares

6,522,952,176  

SHAREHOLDERS SHAREHOLDINGS %

KINGSLEY COOPER 4,768,141,321         73.098

HILARY PHILLIPS 427,306,464            6.551

BARITA INVESTMENT LTD  LONG A/C (TRADING) 398,228,280            6.105

HORTENSE WAUL 150,030,970            2.300

MARSTON GORDON 104,533,800            1.603

JASON CARL CARBY 104,054,891            1.595

JOSEPH JAMES BOGDANOVICH JR. 94,270,768              1.445

JAMAICA PRODUCTION FUND 81,000,000              1.242

ROMAE GORDON 45,246,696              0.694

SAFIA L. COOPER 31,906,128              0.489

BARGREEN LEASING LIMITED 29,726,232              0.456

LOIS LAKE SHERWOOD, DECEASED 26,057,136              0.399

6,260,502,686         95.977

 NO. OF SHAREHOLDERS AT 30 JUNE 2023  JCSD 1328
 MAIN REGISTER 104

 TOTAL 1432

PULSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
TOP 10 SHAREHOLDERS AT 30 JUNE 2023

DIRECTORS' NAMES SHAREHOLDING CONNECTED PARTY

KINGSLEY COOPER 4,768,141,321
31,906,128              SAFIA COOPER
10,059,264              SAMURAI INVEST. LTD

6,597,672                PULSE LIMITED

HILARY PHILLIPS 427,306,464            
1,200,000                GRANT, STEWART, PHILLIPS  & CO.

JEFFREY COBHAM 15,084,007              

ELEANOR BROWN NIL

ROMAE GORDON 45,246,696              

SAFIA COOPER 31,906,128              

5,337,447,680         

SENIOR MANAGERS

ROMAE GORDON 45,246,696              

SAFIA COOPER 31,906,128              
77,152,824              

PULSE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
DIRECTORS SHAREHOLDINGS 
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WORLD TOP 50 MODEL 
ALICIA BURKE NABS ANOTHER 

GLOBAL COSMETICS CAMPAIGN 
If cosmetics campaigns declare the bona 
fide of a global supermodel, then Alicia 
Burke has proven this multiple times 
over. The Pulse Supermodel was recently 
confirmed for one of the top cosmetics 
powerhouses worldwide. Although there 
is gag order in place until the campaign 
is unveiled next year, Burke has scored 
a starring role which will see her image 
emblazoned across several media, 
including billboards and TV adverts 
worldwide. 

Burke flew to Paris in mid October to shoot 
the coveted campaign after completing 
a slew of assignments, between her New 
York City base, San Francisco, Los Angeles 
and London, for some of her staple high 

fashion clients, including Ralph Lauren.

An avid cosmetics campaigner for labels 
like, Gucci, Tom Ford, Calvin Klein, Nars and 
Laura Mercier, the world top 50 model, has 
appeared in editorials for some of the best 
magazines in the business like Elle, Harper’s 
Bazaar and fashion’s top publication 
Vogue. Not only has she graced the pages 
of these glossies, but Burke has been the 
cover girl for all three magazines. 

With a strong drive for even greater 
success, the model who wants to get to 
the very pinnacle of her industry, continues 
to sharpen her skills as the fashion 
powerbrokers consistently rely on her to 
increase their brand’s bottom line.  

Alicia Burke
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PULSE STAR ZAN HYDE A MODEL STUDENT; GRADUATES 
WITH TOP ACADEMIC HONOURS

Pulse star and Caribbean Model Search 
(CMS) alum Zan Hyde celebrated a 
major milestone earlier this year when 
she graduated from the prestigious 
Howard University in Washington DC, 
with the highest honours – Summa 
Cum Laude. Hyde maintained a 4.0 
grade point average for her courses 
and earned a Bachelor of Science 
in Political Science, with a minor in 
Theatre Arts.

This is a remarkable achievement 
for the talented 20-year-old, 
who had to balance academics 
with international modelling. 
While on her way to New York 
for assignments, Zan shared 
her excitement, post graduation 
ceremony, “I am feeling happy 
and grateful. I worked hard and I 
am delighted that I can make my 
parents proud,” said the beaming 
star.

According to Hyde, having to fly to 
Europe between breaks and sometimes 
during the semester for bookings made 
her more focused to do well in college. 
“Most people think that working as a 
model while attending school would be a 
distraction for me, but my desire to make 
both work 
a c t u a l l y 
helped to 

motivate me to strive for excellence,” said Hyde.

The pandemic period was a blessing in disguise 
for the model student. “I began college just as 
the pandemic broke, and we had to do all our 
classes online. This gave me the flexibility to 
be able to work and attend school at the 
same time.”

The stunning 5 foot 10 inches beauty, who has 
done model duties for Louis Vuitton, Jean Paul 

Gaultier x Olivier Rousteing and Harper’s Bazaar, 
plans to delve full time into her modelling career 
and will be based in New York. She is represented 
by Elite in New York, Wilhelmina in Miami, and 
Select in London and Paris.

Discovered in Pulse’s Schools Model Search 
in 2018 at the Mount Alvernia High School in 
Montego Bay, Hyde enlisted in the 2019 season 
of Caribbean Model Search reality TV and won 
second place. Pulse Chairman and CMS TV 
judge Kingsley Cooper, who has discovered 
some of fashion’s world-rated talent from the 

region, recognised Zan’s star qualities very 
early in the show. “Zan is a top performer. 
She is very driven and determined, great 
assets to have in the modelling business 
and, in fact, in life,” said Cooper.

High achievement and leadership 
have been part of Hyde’s young life. 
While in high school, Zan was the 
Junior Mayor for St James and she 
has also won several awards in the 
Jamaica Cultural Development 
Commission competitions in the 
visual and performing arts. The all-
rounder was her prep school track 
and field captain, holds a brown 
belt, and is an instructor in Kung Fu.

Hyde’s outstanding academic 
accolade has come as no surprise 
to Pulse Director of Fashion & 
Lifestyle, Romae Gordon, “Zan is 
conscientious and was a fierce 
competitor who won several of 
the challenges in the series. We 
knew from our first encounter 
with her on the grounds of 
Mount Alvernia that she was 
exceptional, and not just for her 
potential as a model but as an 
individual. Her poise and self-
assurance encourages a sense 
of great expectations. 

Zan is a young woman who 
is destined for significant 
accomplishments throughout 
the course of her life,” said 
Gordon.

Zan Hyde
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PETER TOSH MUSEUM REOPENS, UNVEILS SOUTH AFRICA’S O.R TAMBO HONOUR 
The Peter Museum reopened on Tosh’s 
birthday, October 19, 2023 after being 
closed at the onset of Covid 19.

A special feature was the unveiling of 
The Companions of O.R Tambo in Silver, 
national honour, conferred on Tosh by the 
Government of South Africa in recognition 

of his unceasing advocacy for equal rights 
and justice worldwide. This included the 
anti apartheid struggle in South Africa. 

In attendance were several VIPs, music 
industry personnel, Pulse executives, 
members of the Tosh family, founding 
patrons, local and international media. 

VIPs included: H.E. The High Commissioner 
of South Africa to Jamaica, Ms. Yumka 
Yengeni; H.E. Mr. Olivier Guyonvarch, 
Ambassador of France to Jamaica and 
his wife Ms. Boulie Jeong; H.E. Judith Slater, 
High Commissioner of Britain and her 
husband Mr. Philip De Waal, as well as 
Government officials.

Guests listen to Niambe Tosh, youngest daughter of Peter Tosh  
and manager of the Tosh Estate, Legacy and Brand.

Her Excellency, Yumka Yengeni, High Commissioner of South 
Africa to Jamaica observes the newly installed award.

Artist, Charl Baker with Pulse Chairman, 
Kingsley Cooper and Director, Hilary Phillips.

Andre & Andrew, grandson and son of the late 
Peter Tosh paid tribute to the legend in song.

Niambe Tosh receives a drawing of her father 
from designer, Amber Cohen and dub poet 
and radio broadcaster, Mutabaruka

Niambe Tosh with Safia Cooper, Pulse’s 
Managing Director, Property & Leisure.

Designer, of the fashion label The Gold Story,  
Rhea Birder(r) and friend Shreya Singh

Professor Carolyn Cooper and 
Attorney at Law, Sheldon Reid.

Herbie Miller brings greetings on 
behalf of Entertainment & Culture 
Minister Olivia ‘Babsy’ Grange

Akayda McIntosh & Niambe Tosh 
with Mega Source’s Brian Latture

French Ambassador 
Olivier Guyonvarch with 
his wife Boulie Jeong. 

Pulse’s Director, Fashion & Lifestyle, Romae Gordon gives 
the audience details about the O.R. Tambo in Silver award.

Pulse’s Romae Gordon and Chairman 
Kingsley Cooper with Dionne Gordon.

Pulse Chairman, Kingsley Cooper, Master 
of Ceremony, welcomed guests including 
members of the diplomatic corps,government 
officials, Tosh family members and the media.

Guests applaud Dre and Andrew Tosh’s performance from 
L-R Philip de Waal with his wife, High Commissioner of 
Britain, H.E. Judith Slater, Ambassador of France, H.E., 
Olivier Guyonvarch and his wife Boulie Jeong.

Kingsley Cooper with one 
of the founding patrons, 
Joseph Bogdanovich

Professor Dexter Gordon 
and Janet Morgan. 
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